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Abstract: Generative learning objects are the second generation of learning objects representing 

instantiable patterns designed for reuse purposes. Among them we identified in the literature two 

concrete models: Moodle Coordinate Questions and Auto-generative Learning Objects. Each model 

has its own approach of creation and generation of student consumable learning objects. A comparison 

and an analysis of the semantic details will help us to improve both models. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays universities tend to increase the number of students while keeping almost constant the 

number of teachers. In the area of Information Technology (IT) such cases are quite frequent because 

of the IT industry high salaries and other benefits. Due to its recent developments the IT domain is 

more and more attractive for both students and teachers which quit their university jobs and go to 

work in the IT industry. The solutions for keeping the quality in the process of student training are 

based on e-learning. In this sense learning objects (LOs) [22] play an important role in modern 

learning infrastructures based on learning management systems (LMS). Several standars were created 

for LOs like LOM [14]. One of the most popular LMS is Moodle [16] because it is a free and alive 

product and because it is very used in academia. Moodle is a free web application as education 

software that facilitates the creation of modular courses to be delivered online, based on the social 

constructionist pedagogy. 

LOs are digital resources for learning that can be distributed across networks in large or small chunks 

[22]. 

GLOs are considered the second generation of learning objects containing instantiable pedagogical 

patterns targeted for reuse. The GLO main principle belongs to the object-oriented technology being 

linked to concepts like: class, object and instantiation. 

The AGLO approach uses the workflow depicted in Figure 1 [4]. 

 

 
Figure 1 – The GLO Workflow 

 



The educator edits the AGLO model file according to a predefined metamodel and semantics. The 

model is then saved in a database engine in order to be read further by an interpreter through a browser 

and a web server in order to be consumed by the learner. 

In this paper we will discuss the details resulting from the comparison of two GLO models: i) the first 

model is from the Moodle Coordinate Question (MCQ) plugin [15] and ii) the second model is the 

auto-generative learning object (AGLO) model proposed in [4, 5, 6, 7]. Comparing and analyzing the 

syntax will help us comparing the semantics and the expressivity of each model. We will also analyze 

the tooling support for both models. 

The structures of MCQ and AGLO models are quite similar. They both consist in: i) variables 

definition section; ii) question section; iii) answer section; iv) result or grading section. 

They have common structural elements, but the approaches are different maybe because of the 

different learning objectives: MCQ is dedicated to learn mathematics and physics while AGLOs are 

dedicated to learn computer science disciplines the core of IT specialist know-how. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes AGLO structure. In section 3 we compare the 

details of the MCQ question structure. In section 3 we analyze the facilities for the creation of multiple 

questions from the very same instance of variables. Section 4 analyzes the way answers are read and 

assessed from the student. Section 5 shows how variables are defined and how are they instantiated 

with random values. Section 6 presents related works. Section 7 concludes and sets the perspectives. 

 

2. AUTO-GENERATIVE LEARNING OBJECTS 

AGLOs are defined in [Chi2015BRAIN] as both mathematical models and Extended Bachus Naur 

Forms (EBNF) models. The model was previously refined based on ideas from [5,6,7]. Next, we will 

present the EBNF model of the AGLO concept defined in [4]. 

 
01 AGLODef ::= "<action>" Name Scenario [Theory] Question Answers Feedbacks "</action>" 

02 Name ::= "<name>" (ID)* "</name>" 

03 Scenario ::= "<scenario>" [ Comment ] Symbol* "</scenario>" 

04 Comment ::= (ID|CT)* 

05 Symbol ::= "<symbol>" SymbolName Type Expression "</symbol>" 

06 SymbolName ::= "<name>" ID "</name>" 

07 Type ::= "<type>" ("boolean" | "int" | "float" | "double" | "string" | "array") "</type>" 

08 Expression ::= "<expr>" Function "(" ExpressionList ")" "</expr>" 

09 ExpressionList ::= Expression (, Expression)* 

10 Function ::= (element from functions and operators list of JavaScript) 

11 Theory ::= "<theory>" (ID)* "</theory>" 

12 Question ::= "<question>" (ID | Value)* "</question>" 

13 Value ::= "<value>" "<name>" ID "</name>" "</value>" 

14 Answers ::= "<answers>" (Answer)+ "</answers>" 

15 Answer ::= "<answer>" "<id>" INTEGER_LITERAL "</id>" (ID | Value)* Correctness "</answer>" 

16 Index ::= INTEGER_LITERAL 

17 Correctness ::= "<correct>" ("true" | "false") "</correct>" 

18 Feedbacks ::= "<feedbacks>" (Feedback)+ "</feedbacks>" 

19 Feedback ::= "<feedback>" AnswerIdList (ID | Value)* Active "</feedback>" 

20 AnswerIdList ::= "<AnswerIdList>" (INTEGER_LITERAL)+ "</AnswerIdList>" 

21 Active ::= "<active>" ("true" | "false") "</active>" 

 

Figure 2 – AGLO EBNF Model 

 

Figure 2 depicts the structure of the AGLO model [4]. The main sections are as shown: i) name – 

where the name of the AGLO is given; ii) scenario – where an informal description of the AGLO is 

given, and also here are defined and initialized variables based on mathematical expressions involving 

random numbers. In our model we consider the variables as symbols; iii) theory – a section where 

some theoretical examples can be shown, all can be based on the generated variable values; iv) 

question – a section where the question is composed out of static text and generated variable values; v) 

answers – a section where the answers are defined. There can be one or multiple answers. The 

interpreter will decide which is the best presentation strategy, like radio buttons or check boxes, etc; 

vi) feedbacks – a section where the correct answers are explained and motivated, in their structure we 

can use again variable generated values. The syntax relies on XML markup language, while the 

implementation is based on JavaScript [10]. 

 

 



3. QUESTIONS 

The MCQ editing facilities involve four sections as follows: i) main question section where the 

general context of an exercise is described. There are set also the random variables values expressed 

through discrete enumeration having a step which is implicitly 1 but it can have other values like 0.1 

or 2; ii) sub-question section containing the text, unit and grading criteria. These sub-questions tend to 

reuse the set of instantiated random variables in the main question, offering the choice to the tutor to 

develop further its exercise ideas; iii) extra-options are a set of specific options that apply to all sub-

questions; iv) variables instantiation checking section is a section where a few samples of instantiated 

questions, optionally with answers are displayed to the tutor in order to have a visual representation of 

the exercises the student will see. 

Currently, the AGLOs are editable in XML format and only at runtime the model is interpreted and 

instantiated with different random values. The variables instantiation checking section seems to be a 

valuable idea in the design of generative learning objects. AGLOs are based on random number 

generators so such a facility would discover eventual errors regarding generated values. 

MCQ single questions or sub-questions are formed out of: i) mark, namely the points earned by the 

student by solving correctly the exercise; ii) set of local variables, which are symbols having values 

and  types to be used in forming the question content; iii) answer type which can be: number, numeric 

or numerical formula; iv) grading variables which are variables used in the process of grading the 

student activity, usually involved in a mathematical formula; v) grading criteria - modeling the grading 

formula; vi) unit is the unit of the answer, usually for mathematics and physics question; vii) other 

rules – which will enter further into details; viii) placeholder name – is a name that can be used to refer 

the current question in order to relocate it in the context of other sub-questions; ix) sub-question text – 

the text of the question or sub-question. 

The MCQ multiple question facility is a generalization of the single sub-question facility. In the 

multiple sub-question configuration placeholders are required in order to locate the sub-question 

positions. When no placeholders are used then the sub-questions are stacked in their order of 

definition. The main question text includes the placeholders where the sub-questions will be placed. 

The placeholder name must be prefixed by the caret # symbol and enclosed between accolades {} 

when used in practice. 

In our AGLO approach multiple questions can be defined without any special configuration. In both 

questions and answers sections generated values can be used to be shown. In the answer section input 

fields are also available for the student to fill in order to assess their content. 

The MCQ separation of questions seems to be more like a conceptual delimitation of questions based 

on the very same generated variables. 

 

4. ANSWERS 

In MCQ model the answering facility includes multiple answer boxes denoted by fixed names like 

{_0}, {_1}, etc and {_u} for the unit box. The answer assessment differs with the type of the answer. 

If the answer is a number then an error variable is computed as a difference between the computed and 

the given answer. The answer is correct if the difference is smaller than a defined threshold denoted 

absolute error. For answers of type numeric or numerical formula the mathematical expression is 

evaluated for all evaluation points of random variables domain. The numeric type is defined as 

mathematical expression formed out of constants, variables and operators, while the numerical 

formula type includes also mathematical functions like sin, cos, etc. 

In the AGLO model the multiple answers are accepted in the idea of generating different presentation 

layouts depending on the generated values and the number of correct answers.  

For example, if there are multiple answers with multiple correct ones than the presentation form will 

contain checkboxes so the student can select them. 

If there are multiple answers with only one correct answer then a form with radio button or a combo 

box will suffice, thus helping a little bit the student indicating that he has to choose only one. We 

remind the reader that the content of the answers depend on variables which are generated based on 

expressions and random numbers and that they are different at every instantiation. Thus, we can 

introduce variability also at the presentation level, which can be driven by several other factors like 

difficulty level, student preferences etc. 



The other usual case is to have a single answer to be written in a text field or in a text area which is 

simple to implement. The assessment of the answers in Information Technology disciplines is a simple 

string comparison with the correct answer of course after trimming the eventual white spaces. This 

approach doesn’t seem to be enough since there are questions with multiple equivalent correct answers 

that need to be checked by some mathematical formula. 

 

5. VARIABLES AND RANDOM VALUES 

In the MCQ model the instantiation process is based on random variables which are meant for all 

questions. Global variables are created for the main text to be used through substitution. Local 

variables are designed for sub-questions and answers. Grading variables are created for answer boxes 

and they are of course used for assessment. 

The inclusion relation between variables starts with random variables which are included in all 

variable sets and ends with the grading variables which include all types of variables. 

This hierarchical approach of the variable system is good for defining related questions. In our 

approach we have only one level of variables, actually called symbols. Grading variables in our model 

are expressed as Boolean expressions to be evaluated after the student completed the input boxes. 

The idea that each sub-question has its set of variables probably with similar names may create 

confusion. If the variable names are different then there is no need for individual sets of local 

variables.  

The idea of having a special variable {_u} for the unit is a particular case that breaks the orthogonality 

of the MCQ model and the author admits that when two input boxes one for numerical answer and the 

second for unit answer are neighbors then the two boxes are merged into a single one. The problem is 

what happens if we want to design multiple answers for the very same sub-question having different 

measurement units. 

We consider that in our AGLO model the general approach is orthogonal since any unit answer is 

treated as an answer in general. 

The variables names in both models follow the same general rules that they have to start with a letter 

or an underscore. 

Regarding the types of variables in the MCQ model we have: i) numbers expressed in several formats, 

for example in exponential format; ii) strings enclosed by quotes;  iii) list of numbers associated to 

arrays; iv) lists of strings associated to arrays; v) algebraic variables -  as a set of numbers, defined in 

the non-random variable scope. 

The MCQ model types are quite limited compared to AGLO which allows dynamic types created by 

composing basic ones. For example, we can define an array of structures, facility supported by JSON 

format and its functions. There is a special facility in the MCQ model regarding integer and float lists, 

they can be defined by the first element, the last element and optionally an increment to iterate 

between the two limits. 

The MCQ random values are defined by expressions to be computed or by lists to be randomly chosen 

from. The AGLO approach use only expressions based on a function generating random subunitary 

values. These basic facilities can be used further to create complex data structures. 

In the MCQ model the idea of equal probability for value appearance is developed since in the AGLO 

model using different formulas we can obtain different probabilities depending on the necessities. For 

example, in expression random(0,2,0)==0 ? “a” : “b” the probability of getting an “a” is 1/3 while the 

one of getting a “b” is 2/3. 

The syntax for using variables in the text is simpler in the MCQ model based on accolades { }, while 

in AGLO we use XML syntax, like <value name=”alfa”>. 

 

6. RELATED WORKS 

GLOs are special LOs considered to have a higher degree of reuse. [1, 2, 12] are seminal papers for 

the GLO concept. 

The works of Stuikys [18, 19, 20, 21] and Damasevicius [8, 9, 3] present a GLO model based on input 

knowledge and output knowledge and relying on feature diagrams to assess commonality and 

variability. 

[17] shows a depreciation GLO example implemented in the domain of economy, namely in 

accounting. 



[11] shows a GLO approach based on Bloom taxonomy cognitive layers with an implementation in 

XML and Action Script 3. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we compared the design and the semantics of two GLO models, namely MCQ and 

AGLO. The AGLO model tends to be more general that the MCQ model. In AGLO we have defined a 

set of operators which are freely composable. In the AGLO model we have complex data structures 

based on primitive types, type projection (array) and Cartesian product (structures). The two level 

variable system of the MCQ model is not necessary for simple questions.  

The MCQ feature of showing samples of instantiated LOs has great potential in showing the tutor the 

flavor if its exercises. MCQ model definition of sets by ranges is an interesting idea that could be 

implemented in AGLO using dedicated library functions. 

MCQ grading criteria are based on the same principles of writing Boolean expression for student 

answer assessment.  

MCQ statistical error variables to reflect the difference between the answers and the student responses 

and the unit system tend to be more useful in the area of Mathematics and not so much in the IT 

domain. 

As future work we plan to change the AGLO model and to implement the useful features revealed by 

this research. 
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